TESTED
£545 | Flyboards radical4
flysurfer.com

Introducing

All stand for the German national anthem, the bratwurst, the
schnitzel and now the Flyboard’s Radical4. Created by Flysurfer’s sister company and built within Europe to German quality,
their kites might not be to everybody’s taste but this comfortable
freestyle board will put a smile on even the most diehard LEI flyer’s
face. (Even if you try and resist!) Tested NT

Build

Up top Nice looking pads and
straps with really soft and squidgy
knee friendly pads, the straps are
good with the lace style top make
it very easy to adjust as well, and
opens up really big to allow plenty
of room for them to be used by
bigfoot or with wetsuit boots.
Construction The board uses an
interesting construction technique
where the heelside of the board is
full wood and designed to take a
lot of load, whereas the toe edge is
foam to reduce the overall weight
– which is really noticeable when
you pick up the board. Design
A fairly basic flat rocker line with
no real surprises except for one
deep channel on the centre of the
heelside rail, which maximises the
grip when ridden on an edge.

Performance

Get up and Go At 40cm wide, the
board gets you up and riding really
quickly, and it gains speed well. It
likes to be ridden very flat on the
water, which is a weird feeling when
you first ride it, but you soon get
used to it and it feels as if you could
ride it with no fins and it would

still perform due to the heelside
channel creating so much grip. Ride
comfort and Tracking A really nice
board to be ridden in a mixture of
conditions, the tips of the board
are very thin and flex well, which
helps the board to glide over that
annoying short chop, also the tips
give the board an unreal amount of
snap when you give it a big carving
turn so I can see this board being
fun to smack the lip with on smaller
waves. Flex and Pop With the
stiffer thicker centre of the board
leading onto the thinner tips, the
board loads up nicely by getting
the power from the stiffness of the
centre of the board and getting the
smooth release from the flexi tips: it
pops well.

Icing

You can tell straightaway when
you look at the board that it’s a
Flyboard, the graphics are very
similar to previous models. It does
look smart though, and is really well
finished with little peep shop clear
patches that let you see the wood
and foam construction technique
which adds a bit of geek chic.

Verdict
> Whether or not you ever think you could fall in love with one of their kites,
the Radical4 is a massive step in the right direction board wise. It handles
really nicely, particularly in chop, and has the kind of all round characteristics
and appeal where it does pretty much everything very well. Flyboards really
did get it right with the Radical!
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£555 | Wainman Cruzer 136
WainmanHawaii.com

Introducing

With an ever increasing reputation for quality and performance, Wainman have released the third twin tip in the range: the Cruzer. As the name
suggests, the Cruzer is an all rounder with medium rocker appealing to the
average Joe wanting a board for everyday use. I’m sure Lou Wainman has
never seen an overcast day in his life, but the booming graphics on this
board will stand out on even the greyest summer days! Tested NT

Build

Up top The straps and handle on
the board are pretty standard. The
pads are flat on the top with very
little to grip your feet on to. As I was
riding it I felt my toes searching for
something to grip, but despite this
my foot still felt secure, and I didn’t
feel that my feet would come loose
as the pads are soft and squidgy.
Construction The Cruzer has a full
wood construction with ABS rails
– an industry standard construction
technique so there will be no
surprises with the strength of the
board. Although it’s full wood, the
Cruzer still feels surprisingly light
when you pick it up, but is still very
solid. Design With a single concave
from tip-to-tip and tapering in to
thin tips, the board is designed to
sit a bit deeper in the water and
promote grip.

Performance

Get up and Go As soon as the
board hits the water you notice
how smooth it rides, and you can
really see how it got its name – the
single concave and flexible wood
core cuts through the chop and the
Cruzer has a really nice smoothness

regardless of the water conditions.
Ride comfort and Tracking As
you recline into this armchair of a
board, you realise how high it can
point into the wind. Even though
the standard fins are slightly smaller
than you would expect, it holds
the edge really well. Due to the
solid rocker line the board speed
isn’t naturally super quick, so you
need to give it a bit of power to
really get it going. Flex and Pop
With the design focused more on
ease of ride rather than freestyle
performance the board hasn’t got
the same amount of pop as the
freestyle specific machines, but for
the majority of riders looking to
do jumps it will perform well. With
thinner tips the board has a nice
clean release as you pop, which sets
you up nicely when you are leaving
the water. With the smaller fins and
solid rocker line the board has some
forgiveness and ‘slipperyness’ when
landing which really helps if you are
not quite landing dead straight.

Verdict
> This board will sit well with riders looking for an all rounder that they can
use in all conditions. It’s comfortable and easy to ride for all round ‘cruzing’
and, although it’s not designed to blow you away with top-end performance,
it does what it’s meant to do very well, plus the graphics will ensure that
you’re not going to lose it on the beach...

